Chromosomal inversions are associated with reproductive isolation and adaptation in insects such as Drosophila melanogaster and the malaria vectors Anopheles gambiae and Anopheles coluzzii. While methods based on read alignment have been useful in humans for detecting inversions, these methods are less successful in insects due to long repeated sequences at the breakpoints. Alternatively, inversions can be detected using principal component analysis (PCA) of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). We apply PCA-based inversion detection to a simulated data set and real data from multiple insect species, which vary in complexity from a single inversion in samples drawn from a single population to analyzing multiple overlapping inversions occurring in closely-related species, samples of which that were generated from multiple geographic locations. We show empirically that proper analysis of these data can be challenging when multiple inversions or populations are present, and that our alternative framework is more robust in these more difficult scenarios. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Chromosomal inversions play an important role in ecological adaptation by enabling the accumulation 22 of beneficial alleles (Love et al. (2016); Fuller et al. (2018); Prevosti et al. (1988)) and reproductive 23 isolation (Noor et al. (2001)). For example, the 2La inversion in the Anopheles gambiae complex has 24 been associated with thermal tolerance of larvae (Rocca et al. (2009)), enhanced desiccation resistance in 25 adult mosquitoes (Gray et al. (2009)), and susceptibility to at least one species (Plasmodium falciparum) 26 of malaria (Riehle et al. (2017)). 27 Inversion analysis contains three sub-problems: detection (is an inversion present?), localization of an 28 inversion along a chromosome arm, and determining the orientations of inversions present in each sample 29 (karyotyping). Most techniques can perform a subset of these tasks, but not all of them. For example, 30 some insects such as Drosophila melanogaster and the mosquito Anopheles gambiae have large polytene 31 chromosomes, which can be seen directly under a microscope. This enables detection and karyotyping of 32 previously characterized inversions (Lobo et al. (2010); Sharakhov et al. (2006); George et al. (2010)). 33 Computational approaches developed for model organisms such as human -or species without visible 34 chromosomes including many other insects -are generally based on sequencing large DNA fragments 35 from alternative karyotypes. Specifically, inversion breakpoints relative to a known reference genome can 36 discovered by checking for cases where either mate-pair or long-read sequence data align unexpectedly 37 (e.g., Zhu et al. (2017); Corbett-Detig et al. (2012); Hormozdiari et al. (2009); Chen et al. (2009); Suzuki 38 et al. (2014); Zhu et al. (2018)). Breakpoints in Anopheles mosquitoes are characterized by long, repeated 39 sequences (Sharakhov et al. (2006); Lobo et al. ( 2010)), however, which has prohibited break point 40 detection using these existing sequence alignment-based methods (Zhu et al. (2017(Zhu et al. ( , 2018). 41 An alternative approach that can use single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data would be even 42 more attractive because it would not require specialized sequencing (e.g., long reads generated from 43 high molecular weight DNA). SNP data are used for a wide range of analyses and are inexpensive to 44 generate using commonly-available next-generation sequencing (NGS) techniques. Prior work has used 48 structure (Lee et al. (2009); Patterson et al. (2006)). 49 Inversion differences within a population can also appear as clusters in PCA projections (Ma and 50 Amos (2012); Ma et al. ( 2014)), which has motivated computational detection based on characterizing 51 this observed cluster structure (Cáceres and González (2015)). Because not all data induce a clear pattern 52 in PCA projection plots, we were motivated to develop an alternative method based on single-SNP 53 association tests (see Nowling and Emrich (2018c)). PCA is first performed on the entire set of SNPs 54 from a single chromosome. For each PC, single-SNP association tests are performed against the samples' 55 projected PC coordinates. The spatial relationships of the associations are then visualized with Manhattan 56 plots to reveal inversions. We applied this method to 34 An. gambiae and An. coluzzii samples (from 57 Fontaine et al. (2015)) from four geographic locations. No clear cluster structure was distinguishable 58 due to small sample sizes and confounding factors, but our method still was able to successfully detect 59 and localize a major inversion (2La, confirmed against experimental karyotyping labels) and multiple 60 inversions on 2R.
INTRODUCTION
genetics to visualize the relationships between samples (Neafsey et al. (2010) ), correcting for stratification in genome-wide association studies (Price et al. (2006) ), and with clustering to determine population P(y i ) = 1 1 + exp(−β X i + β 0 )
(1)
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where y i is value of the dependent variable for sample i, X i is a vector of values for the independent 147 variables for sample i, and β 0 is the intercept.
148
To evaluate the hypothesis, we compare predictions from a pair of models. The alternative model 149 contains the same dependent variables variables as the null model plus the additional independent 150 variable(s) being tested against the dependent variable for association. In our case, the null model 151 only contains an intercept (no independent variables) and the alternative model will contain a single 152 independent variable. In cases where the output variable is categorical rather than binary, a one-versus-all 153 scheme is used. One pair of models is trained for each category and predicts the probability that the value 154 of the independent variable is equal to that category.
155
After fitting the models, we use the models to predict the independent variable for the samples. From the predictions, we calculate the likelihood for each model. The likelihood for the multinomial Logistic Regression model is given by (Hosmer Jr. et al. (2013) ):
where g is the number of categories the dependent variable can take on.
156
To perform the likelihood-ratio test, the difference G between the log likelihoods of the two sets of models is calculated by:
where L 0 and L Λ are the likelihoods of the null and alternative models, respectively.
157
The p-value for the difference in log likelihoods is calculated using the χ 2 distribution:
where d f is the difference in the number of degrees of freedom (weights) between the two models.
158
Scikit Learn is used; we train the models using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) for 10,000 epochs, 159 the log likelihood, L 2 regularization using the SGDClassifier class. All other parameters are left at 160 their defaults. The log likelihoods are calculated with the log loss function (normalize set to False).
161
We implement functionality for calculating G and estimating the p-value using Scipy.
162
Localizing Inversions with Cluster-SNP Association Tests
163
After karyotypes are inferred with clustering, we perform association tests between each SNP and the 164 samples' cluster labels. The cluster labels are used as the independent variables (y), while the genotypes 165 of the SNPs are used as the independent variables (X).
166
It is common for genotypes in insect SNP data to be unknown (uncalled). We use our approach from SNPs with three genotypes.) If the genotype is known, the copies have the same genotype as the original.
171
Otherwise, we make the conservative assumption that there is an uninformative (uniform) prior over the 172 genotypes and impute the copies so that there is a one-to-one relationship between the copies and possible 173 genotypes. Additionally, we fix the intercept to the class probabilities and did not allow it to be changed 174 during fitting. For prediction and evaluation of the likelihood, we use original input data.
175

Localizing Inversions with PC-SNP Association Tests
176
In Nowling and Emrich (2018c), we described a second approach for localizing inversions in which We employ three Logistic Regression models, one for each genotype, in a one-versus-all scheme.
182
As the SNPs are the dependent variables, we need a different strategy for handling missing genotypes. 183 We review the method we proposed in Nowling and Emrich (2018c If the genotype is known, the copies have the same genotype as the original. Otherwise, we make the 187 conservative assumption that there is an uninformative (uniform) prior over the genotypes and impute the 188 copies so that there is a one-to-one relationship between the copies and possible genotypes. We also fix 189 the intercept to the class probabilities and did not allow it to change during fitting. Note that unlike the 190 approach for the cluster-SNP association tests, the up-sampled data are used for both fitting the models 191 and in predictions for the calculations of the likelihoods.
192
Since we increased the number of samples, we need to weight the samples so that the calculated p-values are consistent with the original number of samples. The modified likelihood function is then:
Software Implementation 193 We implement our method in Asaph, our open-source toolkit for variant analysis. Asaph is implemented in primarily homozygous for the standard orientation (see Table 7 ). Five samples from across locations 287 are heterozygous. All three orientations were observed in An. gambiae samples, while An. coluzzii 288 samples are homozygous for either the standard or inverted orientations (see Table 8 ). Due in part to the 289 small sample size, we conclude that the inversion karyotypes are not easily separated from the species or 290 geographic location in this initial analysis.
291
Two PCs explain most of the variance for the 2L SNPs. Using PC 1, k-means is able to identify three 292 clusters. The balanced accuracy for predicting clusters assignments from karyotype labels is 100.0%.
293
Manhattan plots from the SNP-cluster association tests successfully localizes the 2La inversion (see 294 Figure 7 ).
295
We also identify inversions on 2R (see Figure 8 ). Four PCs explain most of the variance. K-mean Manhattan plot, although not clearly. We re-clustered the samples separately for each PC. Two to three 306 clusters are identified for each PC. The Manhattan plot for the PC 4 clusters reveals the 2Rb inversion 
